The clever solution for temperature-controlled transport needs
A complete range of 12V models, from 0.8 up to 58 cubic feet gross internal volume and internal temperature options in a range from +100°F to -31°F (according to model).

Sturdy containers made with rotational molding technology, food grade material, efficient cooling units, with reduced energy consumption and low total costs of ownership.

**COLDTAINER. PROFESSIONAL MOBILE REFRIGERATORS.**

A clever, flexible and economically efficient solution for temperature-controlled transport needs.

**ADVANTAGES**
- TOP INSULATION
- RESISTANCE TO VIBRATIONS
- LOW ENERGY CONSUMPTION
- VERSATILITY
- FLEXIBILITY
- VERY LONG WORKING LIFE

**CERTIFICATIONS**
- ISO
- ATP
- CE
- ECE 10.04

**TOP LOADERS** From 0.8 to 2.9 cubic feet

Designed for the transport of food samples, medicines, blood related products on cars, small vans, 4WDs, on every road and every environment.

**FRONT OPENING** From 4.9 to 32.3 cubic feet

The flexible solutions for use on board of light commercial vehicles. Perfect for multi-temperature services.

**CARGO** From 26.8 to 58 cubic feet

Designed for use by logistic operators on board of dry trucks / trailers, improve load factor with high revenue services.
FOOD SOLUTIONS

COLDTAINER for food transport, available as coolers or freezers, as alternative to traditional refrigerated transport solutions or for mixed temperature transport. Used among others by small food producers, catering companies, food distributors, home delivery services, vending machines replenishment companies, emergency and Forces logistic units.

PHARMA SOLUTIONS

COLDTAINER with automatic cooling/heating systems, for the safe distribution / transport of medicines, vaccines and blood related products in any environmental condition, in line with latest GDP provisions

LOGISTIC SOLUTIONS

COLDTAINER upright units with logistic standard dimensions (EU, UK, US pallet sizes) for medium – long distance transport of food or pharmaceuticals on board of dry trucks or trailers.

AuO

AuO (Autonomous Operation) versions, with integrated battery and battery charger, for autonomous operation without any connection to other power sources. For special logistic application. The ideal choice for temperature-controlled transport on board of full electric vans.

APP

HACCP module (optional), with real clock, data storage and Bluetooth interface. With a freely downloadable APP it is possible to monitor the unit from a linked smartphone or tablet and upload reports and temperature graphs.